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Looking for a brilliant best-selling murder mystery with a feisty female detective?

Then meet DI HILLARY GREENE, a policewoman with a nose for the truth and a talent for trouble.Then meet DI HILLARY GREENE, a policewoman with a nose for the truth and a talent for trouble.

DI Hillary Greene is called out to attend a suspicious death at Three Oaks Farma suspicious death at Three Oaks Farm in the picturesque village of Steeple

Barton. 

The large farmhouse is filled with music and revellers, but when she steps into the farm’s cowshed, Hillary finds afinds a

dead bride.dead bride. Dressed in a sumptuous white wedding gown, the young, beautiful redhead had clearly been strangled.young, beautiful redhead had clearly been strangled.

But not everything is what it seems,not everything is what it seems, and the victim turns out to be at the centre of a web of jealousy and intrigue in

the close-knit village. Many of the villagers have a motive for murdering her but they’re not giving up their secrets

easily.

Can Hillary discover the real reason for this brutal crime and cope with the spiralling revelations about her dead ex-Can Hillary discover the real reason for this brutal crime and cope with the spiralling revelations about her dead ex-

husband? husband? 

This is a crime mystery full of well-observed characters, which will have you gripped from start to finish. 

MURDER OF THE BRIDEMURDER OF THE BRIDE is the third in a series of page-turning crime thrillers set in Oxfordshire. 
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Perfect for fans of Agatha Christie, Colin Dexter, or Ruth Rendell. Agatha Christie, Colin Dexter, or Ruth Rendell. 

What readers are saying about MURDER OF THE BRIDEWhat readers are saying about MURDER OF THE BRIDE

“5 Stars – another good page turnerpage turner from Faith Martin.” Barbara

“Another cracking talecracking tale by one of my fast-becoming favourite authors.” Carole Gourlay

“Love this series of books — think Hillary is a great characterHillary is a great character and look forward to reading more about her and her

team.” Nerys

THE LOCATIONTHE LOCATION

North-west Oxfordshire is farming country, and parts of it belong to the Cotswolds area of outstanding natural

beauty. Here the river Cherwell wanders through buttercup-strewn water meadows, where both sheep, horses and

cattle graze. Spotted with woodlands, meandering narrow country lanes, and home to re-introduced soaring red

kites, buzzards and other abundant wildlife, its thatched cottages and ancient farmhouses could be featured on any

number of chocolate boxes. But don’t be totally fooled — it’s very much a working environment, and farmers are out

in all seasons, tending their crops and livestock. And under the bucolic surface, dark secrets lurk.

THE DETECTIVES

DI Hillary GreeneDI Hillary Greene

An attractive woman in her forties, Hillary Greene is a police officer of many years’ experience, and came up

through the ranks. Consequently, she knows how the system works, and is fiercely loyal to the force without being

blinkered to its faults. She is a long-standing friend of her immediate superior officer, 'Mellow' Mallow and enjoys a

rather enigmatic relationship with the steely Superintendent Marcus Donleavy. Popular with the rank and file for

her no-nonsense attitude and competence.

DCI Philip 'Mellow' MallowDCI Philip 'Mellow' Mallow

Mel appreciates Hillary's first-rate ability to solve her cases, and isn't happy about her harassment by the officers

from York. Known for his sartorial elegance and laid-back manners, he has a sharp mind, and an eye for the ladies. A

good friend and ally for Hillary in her recent tribulations, he's determined to keep his best investigator focused on

the problems at hand.

PLEASE NOTE THIS IS A REVISED EDITION OF A BOOK FIRST PUBLISHED AS “NARROW IS THE WAY.”

DI HILLARY GREENE SERIESDI HILLARY GREENE SERIES

BOOK 1: MURDER ON THE OXFORD CANAL

BOOK 2: MURDER AT THE UNIVERSITY 

BOOK 3: MURDER OF THE BRIDE 

MORE COMING SOON!

Discover your next favourite mystery series now, because once you start, you won’t want to stop.Discover your next favourite mystery series now, because once you start, you won’t want to stop.
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